
AM21 7A SG hodina 25 2023   0) Warm-up: SB34/Speaking

1) checked WB 27 28 including writing

2) Started Unit 4  SB 36 37 38 39 HW SB 40   prediction = předpověď

3) HW WB 29 30

HW: VOCABULARY REVISION:

a) Which noun with the – ance ending fits in the sentence? 
(Help: WB 16 + distance, arrogance, abundance, ignorance)

I was shocked by his A ………………………………. when he told the teacher that she was wrong, without 
even checking his solution – we all saw that it was him who was wrong.

What is the worst thing on the planet? - Maybe our I……………………. - we don’t know that something is a 
big problem, until it is too late.

The D ……………………… that  light travels in one year is called „a light year“.

The capital city has an A…………………………….. of museums and galleries, but our small town hardly has 
any.

b) Which noun with the ei   sound fits in the sentence? (Help: WB 8)

The princes wore a V………………….. over her face.

The F……………………. train passed through our station without stopping.

I grabbed the horse’s R…………………… and led him to the river.

The W………………………. of this packet is over the limit, you must pay extra.

Santa and his S……………………….. aren’t part of Czech traditional Christmas customs.

c) 

AD   BC (2x)   PERSUADE   ENTERTAIN   ANCIENT   GOVERNMENT   COFFIN   BATTLE   VARNISH   

We tried to …………………..our teacher to take us to a fast-food restaurant instead of the museum, but she said no.

If you …………………..this old door, it will look nicer.

Gautama Buddha probably lived in ………………..  India  from 563 …… to 483 ……... . 

Snow White was lying in a glass ………………….. when the prince kissed her and she woke up.

Most people don’t like our ………………………, especially the Prime Minister.

The soldiers won the ………………………., but many of them died in it.

This film will educate and …………………………… the students.

Plague /plejg/, or Black Death, killed many people in Europe between the years 1346–1353 ………… .


